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About This Game

METAGAL is an 2D platformer action game.

You will take the shoes of "Meta" ,a cyborg girl, in her quest to rescue her Creator "Dr Ray" from the hands of "General
Creeper", the evil leader of a rogue army!!

Also Metagal's sisters, were kidnapped by Creeper: he turned them in battle cyborgs, in order to use their powers to rule the
world!! Meta must face her sisters, free them, and copy their abilities. She must fight for 8 stages of intense action, and prepare

herself for the final confrontation against Creeper himself!

[Unique Features]

- Classic jump and shoot style platformer.

- 8 levels with unique environment,detailed design and different gimmick.

- 30 Enemies types not including Boss

- Defeat Gal No.# Boss and use their weapon.
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- Collect secret items to power up your character.

- Soft death penalty with "Gear" system allows player to resolve their mistakes with less frustration.

- Controller and Keyboard customize support.

- Finish the game once and play as Boss Characters each come with their own power and upgrade!

*Note* This game support only "XInput controllers" Like Xbox 360 Controller for Example
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Title: METAGAL
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
RetroRevolution
Publisher:
RetroRevolution
Release Date: 23 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: min Windows XP

Processor: any processor with more than 1ghz (even less)

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: any card

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 19 MB available space

Sound Card: any card

English,Italian,Simplified Chinese,Thai
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It's Dream Theater, goddammit! That should be enough reason to buy it already!. Played for a while, found it pretty
entertaining. Though I came about far too late to enjoy the arcade experience this game is trying to emulate, it's still an
enjoyable scrolling shooter.

I like the novel idea of being able to continue after your ship is shot down (even though it took a few seconds after it happened
for me to even realize it; I should probably do more reading before I play a game).. This is the one Spiderweb game that I have
not completed, and do not like. I have played all of the Geneforge series, all of the original Avernum games, except 1-3, and all
of the Avadon games. I have played all the Avernum remakes, and then I played this. I do not like this game, it is the single
outlier on the graph, the only one I have given a negative review.

Spiderweb games have three main things that draw me to them: Great combat, fantastic worlds to explore, and amazing story
lines and characters. This game either lacks one of these things, or destroys them. Let me elaborate on these three points.

Maybe I am just bad at the game, and that is why I don't enjoy it? Some people will claim that. But I don't think so. I played
through all the other games and beat them, though not without some difficulty of course. The fighting in this game just seems to
rub me the wrong way. The combat difficulty is heavily increased, the hardest (in my opinion) out of all the other games. I have
tried several different builds, and even the ones recommended on the forums in case I was doing something wrong, but nothing
was changing for me. It is actually kind of crazy how difficult this game is, as soon as you leave the starting area you can be
totally destroyed, even on the easiest difficulty. I actually had to lower it to the very easiest, and still wasn't having any fun.
When the combat in this game isn't any fun, that is half of the game that no longer appeals to me.

As for the second and third points. The world changes and is literally destroyed the more time you take, until eventually entire
towns and quest-lines are just gone. I like to take my time in these games, find all the secrets, and explore everything. I don't
want to be rushed through the whole game, a clock constantly ticking in my ear, counting down until the next area of the game is
ruined. The timer literally destroys the characters, settings, and quests that make these games so great, if you take too long
exploring the fantastic world that you want, and are encouraged, to explore. It is a strange dichotomy, a balancing act that I just
can't seem to get the hang of. It just isn't fun. There goes the rest of what makes these games appealing to me.

I honestly love all of the Spiderweb games, each and every one had given me dozens, some even hundreds, of hours of fun that
other games just cannot seem to replicate; but Avernum 3 commits the cardinal sin of gaming for me, not being fun. I bought it
full price when it came out because I was so excited to play it, since then I have picked it up, and put it down again, over and
over. I just don't like it, and I have to give it a negative review.. I *love* so-called "walking simulators". I like story-driven,
artsy, pretentious games because I think they're interesting. Dear Esther, Gone Home, and Kentucky Route Zero are among my
favorite games, so when I heard about 4PM I had high hopes. Unfortunately, 4PM just doesn't deliver. I play story-driven games
to be told a good *story*, and 4PM's is just... bad. It stars an incredibly unlikeable, unrelatable (at least for me) protagonist. The
whole 20-minute experience exists to deliver the twist at the end, which ends up not being particularly exciting. There are a few
parts where you can make choices, but they end up not mattering at all. If you choose wrong you essentially get a game over and
can start again at the decision. The whole story is cliche.

I wasn't sure whether the negativity around this game was just people hating on walking simulators (user reviews for Gone
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Home are bad too, but I loved that game) - but no, even if you like artsy story-driven games, this game really is just that bad.
Don't buy it.. it sucks but it was 1% off how could i not buy it.. The Shadow of Karkhala is the 3rd and final part of the
Enigmatis story line. The main game is a point & click adventure, but combined with 3 types of sub-games. First there are
puzzles, which are usually not too difficult to solve. Second there are the hidden object games, where you need to find a list of
objects in a single scene. And third, a simple pairing game if you don't like to find the hidden objects. I always plays these
games on the most difficult level to at least have some challenges.
This is one of the most beautiful HOPA (hidden object puzzle adventure) out there on Steam! If you're new to this game genre,
give this a try. Not a must-play game, but quite entertaining. The voice acting can be cheesy at times, but hey, this is casual
gaming!
Admittedly, I found this game feeling alot shorter than the first two games in the Enigmatis trilogy.

Score: 8/10

Pro:
+ nice graphics
+ steady game progress
+ thrilling story
+ additional bonus story

Contra:
- feels shorter than previous 2 games...
- HOPA = no replayability. The fighting mechanics are bad, the controls are pretty bad.
Gameplay could be worse, but that was on a private server, since no one is playing this game...

Bears spawning behind u, killing u in one slice.
Fighting pirates is just a cakewalk compared to tetris.

Could not use a bow, aim with it or shoot..... loved it.
perfect gun play, ridiculous story straight from 2005 ^-^. Pros:
- Visuals and atmosphere are great
- AI seems pretty adaptive
- Weapons feel powerful
- Coop gameplay is good!

Cons:
- Solo play is not as good as coop :(
- Few bugs

Overall a promising start :)
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Game is good, it´s difficult to learn but once you get the hang of it it becomes much easier, until you move up to another
difficulty and get destroyed again, the difficulty curve is sometimes insane and takes a lot of "training" to move on but i really
liked that this game is a challenge even on easy.

Only con i really have is the end game farming, getting to level 99 takes way too much, otherwise no complains about this great
game.. Sea of Stars is the absolute apogee of the series. Having been a satisfied customer since the Early Access phase, I have
played it so often, and enjoyed it so much, that I will heartily recommend it to anyone looking for a great indie title. Everything
- from the 3D map and graphics, to the extra content (which makes up for that which was removed) lifts it well above its
illustrious predecessor, which is saying something considering I also loved Weird Worlds. Don't miss out on your chance to
explore the galaxy... in 15 minutes or less!. Way better than I thought it would be, it's like an interactive version of the toy
soldiers mod on minecraft, good game to play when bored. The combat tries really hard to be a Total War game and really falls
short, and the strategic map isn't so strategic. That said it has some fun moments, and fairly engrossing RP elements. A bargain
bin buy IMO. Ten bucks or less or you run the risk of getting severe buyers remorse.. This was clearly thrown together in a
hurry. Just as an example, it's a co-op game, but there are missions where you have a two seat vehicle and an NPC has to take
one of the seats. We've become good at vehicle surfing. There are other problems, but that's the one that annoys me the most.

Still, we are enjoying the game. It has some different mechanics from 5, like base management. Overall, I recommend the game
for co-op teams (despite the problem listed above). If you are playing co-op, the story isn't quite as important, and you just want
plenty of things to do, which this game has.

By the way, I've read several reviews that talk about not being able to kill level 3 animals. People are missing the fact that these
animals have a vulnerable spot on them (it even glows a little) that allows you to do great damage. It's kind of like those horror
game bosses where you can only shoot them in one place. Anyway, if you pay attention, you'll see where you need to shoot..
Frog Climbers is not a game which you can play like 10 hours a day.
But if you want to kill Time it's a perfect pastime game.
I could play the multiplayer mode on the gamescom and I can say that it makes the most fun
when you play it with your Friends!
Really fun party game!. This game actually exceeded my expectations. Got hooked on it really quickly and played through the
entire game in one sitting. There's definitely a good amount of hours of gameplay because I started the night before and when I
finally looked up from my computer screen, it was well past daylight.

Good!. One of the classic space combat sims. This version, which sadly is the last in the series, is definitely the most playable on
modern systems. With the XWAU mod the graphics are somewhat decent and the game is stable almost to 1440p resolutions.

The storyline is hokey, but the missions are decent. If you enjoyed old school XWing or Tie Fighter, this is the best bet to enjoy
that classic gameplay on a modern computer.

Monthly Leaderboard Patch:
These patch notes are going to be short and sweet...

We have just added monthly leaderboards to the game. Restart Steam to force the update. Looking forward to seeing even more
competition over high scores, who is consistant enough to stay on the top each month, and who just got lucky?
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. Executioner:
https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=834432928

Upcoming Boss found in the dungeons.. Build 23:
Build 23 is now live and includes the following:

Major visual overhaul!. New Yankee 6: In Pharaoh's Court released!:
Hurry up to get additional discount on New Yankee 6: In Pharaoh's Court!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1059710/New_Yankee_6_In_Pharaohs_Court/. Pre-purchase is here!:
Hello every kind friend out there!

After a long and exciting day we now proudly present you the pre-purchase deal!

10% pre-purchase discount
20% loyalty discount (owner of Shelter 1 on Steam)
In-game content
Soundtrack

Lots of love!
/Team Might and Delight
. Build 0.4.4 - Help Compendium:
We've been busy wrapping up our dialogues, so we have only a small update this week.

The main addition is the Help Compendium. It has explanations on all the systems, tips for beginners and advanced tips. Give
it a look and let us know if you think anything is missing!

It's accessible from the System menu (so, from the world map or during battle) and it's called "Help Compendium".

As usual, the full patch notes are at the end of the post.
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Progress Report:. New update - August 9, 2017:
1) Unhistorical units are not shown in the reserves list when the setting is enabled
2) Changed the algorithm of blast effect on armored vehicles
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